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Abstract— Security Techniques are required due to the illegal access of data without permission. Due to access of illegal data 
issue of Intellectual property right information arises. Therefore it has become necessity to provide secured and robust 
technology to protect data. As we know that the data can be transmitted through medium like wired network or wireless 
network. Data can be transmitted in text format or as Image or as song file or video files etc.To protect the data from illegal 
users and provide Intellectual Property Right (IPR),We have to used various  security techniques such as encryption & 
decryption, steganography, Digital Watermarking etc. In this paper, we are going to discuss “Security of Still Image by Using 
Digital Watermarking Technique by Using Discrete Cosine Transform and Spread Spectrum”. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
  As we know, the 21st century is the era of digitization 
and internet technology. The communication between 
all people is done with the help of electronic devices 
such as telephone, television, mobile phones etc with 
the help of satellite. A data can be transfer in various 
ways such as transferring data in a text format, 
message format, video format, audio or songs file 
format or may be in image format depending upon the 
types of data. During the transmission of data over a 
long distance some un-authorized user may access the 
data or modified the data so that the legal user cannot 
be able to read the data. Due to this reason, issue of 
copyright protection arised.For copyright protection 
and making security for data while transmission. 
Various technique is used such as digital 
watermarking, encryption and decryption and 
stegnography etc.In this paper we are going to discuss 
digital watermarking technique for image by using 
discrete cosine transform and spread spectrum 
algorithm. There are different types of watermark 
present used for digital watermarking techniques. 
Generally, digital watermark schemes are classified 
on the basic of visibility [1, 3, and 5]. There are two 
main schemes visible watermark schemes and 
invisible watermark schemes. Visible watermark are 
visible to all such as Mahatma Gandhi logo on Indian 
currency note which is used for the copyright 
protection. Invisible watermark are those watermark 
is not visible to the un-authorized person. Invisible 
watermark are also used on the Indian currency                          
notes. For example, logo of 500 digit number used on 
500 rupees note which is only visible in ultra violet 
light. 

 
II. STRUCTURE OF ALGORITHM 

 
A. Discrete Cosine Transform 
    A discrete cosine transform (DCT) can also be 
expresses as a sum of cosine functions oscillating at 
different frequencies which has a sequence of finitely 
many data points[1,4,6,8]. The equation of discrete 
cosine transform and definition of DCT Regions is as 
shown below: 
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Figure 1: Definition of DCT Regions used to embed the 
watermark. 

 
2D DCT: 
 
 
for u,v = 0,1,....,N-1  
for x,y=0,1,2.......N-1 
Where, 
 α (u) =1/√2        u=0    
 Or   
 α (u) =1             u=1, 2.........,N-1                  
 α (v) = 1/√2       v=0    
Or   
α (v) =1              v=1, 2........., N-1    
2D IDCT: 
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FL is used to denote the lowest frequency components 
of n the block, while FH is used to denote the higher 
frequency components. FM is chosen as the embedding 
region as to provide additional resistance to lossy 
Compression techniques, while avoiding significant 
modification of the cover image    [2, 4, 7]. 
B. Aim of Algorithm  
    Digital watermarking techniques are consisting of 
two modules. First, Watermark embedding process 
and other is extraction process. Original image i.e. 
cover image is divided into 8x8 blocks according to 
the frequency. The figure 1 showing the colour part of 
image having moderate frequency denoted by FM  and 
FL  denoting the DC coefficient where FH    is used to 
denote the higher frequency components[1,2,6,8]. 
This moderate frequency is used to embed the 
watermark data in the original image. However the 
watermark data is spread with the help of 
pseudo-random (PN) sequences. There are two 
pseudo-random (PN) sequences, one for zero bit and 
another for one bit for watermark. Extraction process 
of watermark is reverse process of embedding the 
watermark [2, 4]. Watermark can be extracted by 
taking watermark image which is useful to find out the 
correlation between the moderate frequency and DC 
coefficient values in images and two PN sequence and 
extracted watermark. 
C. Watermark Embedding Process  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Figure 2: Watermark Embedding Process 

            1. Read cover image i.e. original image and 
watermark data which is we embedded in the cover 
image. 

           2. Generate two PN sequences for 22 moderate 
frequency band DC coefficients using the secrete key 
for generation of random number. One PN sequence 
for bit one and another PN sequence for bit zero [6, 8]. 
           3. Take a DCT transform on original Image 
and divide image into 8x8 blocks.                                                                                                                                       
 4. Hide the ith watermark bit, modulate the ith   DCT 
block of the host using following equation for a’0’or 
a’1’bit.For Mi= 1 to n. 
 
 
Where, FM is the moderate frequency band 
coefficients.  k is a gain factor specially used to 
indicate the strength of embedded watermark data. Wi 
is pseudo random noise sequence, based on the kth   

watermark bit; I (u, v) represents the 8x8 DCT block of 
the original image. IW (u, v) represents the 
corresponding watermarked DCT block. 
 5. To get the final watermarked image IW(X, Y), take 
the inverse transform of each of the watermarked DCT 
blocks, IW (u, v), using 8x8 block inverse 2D-DCT. 
D. Watermark Extraction Process  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Watermark Extraction Process 
 
The watermark extraction process is specifically based 
on correlation between moderate frequency band DCT 
coefficients of the image and corresponding PN 
sequences. The watermark extraction process is exact 
reverse process of watermark embedding [14, 15, and 
16].                                                                                                          
Algorithm step for watermark extraction is as follows: 

1. Read watermarked image. 
2. Generate two pseudo-random number (PN) 

sequences for moderate frequency band 
DCT coefficients .After resetting the 
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random number generators using the same 
secrete key as the encoder one for ‘0’ bit and 
other for ‘1’ bit. 
 

         3. Take DCT transforms of the watermarked 
image using 8x8 block 2D-DCT. 
         4. Extract the moderate frequency band 
coefficients which have recorded the location, 
determined watermark information. 
         5. Calculate the correlation between the 
moderate frequency band coefficients of ith  block and 
ith  PN sequences. For Mi =1 to n. 
        6. Extract the jth watermark bit, bj, using the 
following equation. 
 
  
Where corr (0) is the correlation between extracted 
coefficient of  jth block and PN sequence generated for 
bit ‘0’.corr(1) is the correlation between extraction 
coefficient of jth block and PN sequence generated for 
bit ‘1’. 
 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT  

  
Sr. 
No 

Image Gain 
Factor 

PSNR   
(DCT only) 

Elapsed  
Time in 
Seconds 

PSNR1 
PN_  
Sequence 

1 Gajanan 
 Maharaj  

   2 2.5927e+00
4 

 0.6250 2.8810 

2 Gajanan 
Maharaj 

   4 6.4818e+00
3 

 0.6094 2.8810 

3 Gajanan 
Maharaj 

   6 6.4818e+00
3 

 0.6094 
 

2.8810 

4 Gajanan  
Maharaj 

   8 1.6204e+00
3 

0.6094 2.8810 

5 Gajanan 
Maharaj 

  10 1.0371e+00
3 

  0.6250 2.8810 

6 Gajanan 
Maharaj 
 

  12   720.1977 0.6250 2.8810 

Observation Table: PSNR value for different Gain factor. 
 

The above observation table shows the calculated 
PSNR values for different gain factors. The proposed 
watermarking algorithm is tested with the 255x255 
gray Scale Gajanan Maharaj images, tests to calculate 
peak signal to the noise ratio. The watermark as 
shown in figure is used in modelling the 
watermarking algorithm. The Watermark is binary 
logo of size (267x107) which is converted into a 
column vector of size 253 through 256 rows as the 
watermarking signal, these watermark bits are 
embedded into the middle band DCT Coefficient of 
cover image.      Performance metrics of watermarking 
algorithm such as PSNR are computed without attacks 
for different gain factor. The PSNR of watermarking 
algorithm is reasonable high and the artifacts 
introduced by watermark embedding are almost 
visible. The following graphical representation shows 

the   relations between the PSNR Value by using DCT 
and PN_Sequence for different Gain Factor. 
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 Figure 4: Graphical Representation for PSNR Value by using 
DCT and PN_Sequence for different Gain Factor. 

 
Experimental results PSNR value without attacks i.e. 
original image, watermarked image, original and 
recovered watermarks are shown below: 

                                             
             Figure 5: Original image of Gajanan Maharaj 
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                Figure 6: Image used for Watermarking 
The watermark embedded image by using 
PN_Sequence and watermarked image by using DCT 
for different gain factor is as follows:          
A) For Gain Factor =2. 

         
DCT watermarked image.                   PN_Sequence watermarked image. 
B) For Gain Factor =4. 

        
     DCT watermarked image.             PN_Sequence watermarked 
image. 
C) For Gain Factor =6. 

      
         DCT watermarked image.               PN_Sequence watermarked 
image. 
D) For Gain Factor = 8. 

      
      DCT watermarked image.               PN_Sequence watermarked 
image. 

E) For Gain Factor = 10. 

      
       DCT watermarked image.                  PN_Sequence watermarked 
image. 
F) For Gain Factor = 12. 

      
Figure 7: The watermark embedded image by using PN_Sequence and 

watermarked image by using DCT for different gain factor. 

                                                                                         
Figure 8: Extracted Watermarked Image. 

    Above Figure shows the watermark extracted 
watermark image. From observation table and 
watermarked image by using PN_Sequence and 
watermarked image by using DCT observed that the 
PSNR value for all gain factors for watermarked 
image by using PN_Sequence is same. However, 
Elapsed time i.e. Time required to embed and extract 
the watermark is same for gain factor 4,6 and 8 and 
the time required to embed and extract the watermark 
is same for gain factor 2,10and 12 respectively. But, if 
we see the original image, watermarked image by 
using DCT and watermarked image by using 
PN_Sequence, it observed that image is not visible for 
all gain factors after DCT watermarking and image is 
visible for all gain factors after PN_Sequence.   As we 
increased the gain factor there is increase in small dot 
which is observed on watermarked image by using 
PN_Sequence. Similarly, as increase in gain factor 
there is increase in embedding power watermark 
which is observed on watermarked image by using 
DCT. Especially for gain factor 2 and 12 used for 
embedding watermark. 
 
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

METRICS 
 
    Watermarking algorithms are usually evaluated 
with respect to two metrics: imperceptibility and 
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robustness [3, 6]. The two metrics are described 
below. 
 
A. Imperceptibility: 
    Imperceptibility means that the perceived quality of 
the host Image should not be distorted by the presence 
of the watermark [3, 6, 9, 11, and 13]. As a measure of 
the quality of a watermarked image, the peak signal to 
noise ratio (PSNR) is typically used. PSNR in decibels 
(dB) is given below Equation. 
               PSNR db    = 10. Log 10{Max21 MSE} 
                                = 20. Log 10{Max21 MSE} 
                                                   Or 

 
Where x i, j and x^ i, j are the gray-scale values of host 
and watermarked images and N x N is the size of 
image respectively. 
B. Robustness: 
         Robustness is a measure of the immunity of the 
watermark against attempts to remove or degrade it, 
internationally or unintentionally, by different types of 
digital signal processing attacks [5]. Robustness 
obtained for three major digital signal processing 
operations (attacks): Gaussian noise, image 
compression and image cropping. The similarity 
between the original watermark and the watermark 
extracted from the attacked image using Normalized 
Cross-Correlation 
(NC) as given below [3, 6, 9, 11, 13].                 

Where N is the number of pixels in watermark, w and 
wˆ are the original and extracted watermarks 
respectively. The correlation factor ρ may take values 
between 0 (random relationship) to 1 (perfect linear 
relationship) [6]. 
 
V. TYPES OF DIGITAL WATERMARK 

USED FOR DIGITAL WATERMARKING 
 

 Visible watermark  
 Invisible watermark 
 Public watermark 
 Perceptual watermark 
 Private watermark 
 Fragile watermark 

 
VI. IMPORTANT FACTOR OF DIGITAL 

WATERMARKING 
 
 Difficult to notice (transparency). 
 Robustness. 
 Tamper Resistance. 

 
APPLICATION 
 

 Fingerprinting. 
 Indexing. 
 Copyright Protection & Owner identification. 
 Broadcast monitoring. 
 Copy protection. 
  Data Authentication. 
  Data Hiding (Covert Communications).  

 
CONCLUSION  
 
   In this paper, we have discussed the digital image 
watermarking technique based on discrete cosine 
transforms and spread spectrum. This technique 
provides the security for the digital image which is 
used for copyright protection. As above experimental 
results shows that the calculated elapsed time for DCT 
and spread spectrum and peak signal to noise ratio 
value varies for different gain factor in DCT but peak 
signal to the noise ratio remains same for all gain 
factor in PN_Sequence.This technique induces low 
distortion in the cover image with a PSNR = 2.8810 
db.As increase in embedding power i.e. gain factor 
there is increase in the watermark bits in DCT as well 
as in PN_Sequence which is shows in images of 
Gajanan Maharaj.Thus,we conclude that as increase 
in the gain factor i.e. embedding factor k the 
robustness of digital watermark image increases. 
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